
 

  
Abstract—Precipitation forecast is important in avoid incident of 

natural disaster which can cause loss in involved area. This review 
paper involves three techniques from artificial intelligence namely 
logistic regression, decisions tree, and random forest which used in 
making precipitation forecast. These combination techniques through 
VAR model in finding advantages and strength for every technique in 
forecast process. Data contains variables from rain domain. 
Adaptation of artificial intelligence techniques involved on rain 
domain enables the process to be easier and systematic for 
precipitation forecast. 

 
Keywords—Logistic regression, decisions tree, random forest, 

VAR model. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
RECIPITATION is a process where water release from 
cluster cloud in form of rain, sleet, sleet ice, snow, or hail. 

Precipitation is not going down in quantity that same in all 
place in earth surface. Forecasting precipitation for rain scale 
cluster generally challenges for meteorologists due to major 
sources that difficult to be predicted directly. There are two 
source complexity including formation prediction which 
requires conversion humidity that enable mistake happen 
during forecast especially in full domain, and error in 
application on model involves cause inaccurate result retrieval 
[1]. Malaysian Meteorological Department finds out especially 
flow of weather variation rain scale cluster and typhoon 
increase important in annual precipitation notice at East 
Malaysia [2]. 

Precipitation forecast can be done through artificial 
intelligence techniques. There are various techniques in 
artificial intelligence including logistic regression, decision 
trees, random forests, neural network, data mining, and others. 
This paper presents techniques in artificial intelligence which 
help in precipitation forecast process, i.e. logistic regression, 
decision trees, and random forests. These selected techniques 
are believed to be helping meteorologists meet model 
variables and parameters that can produce better forecast 
precipitation [1]. 
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II. RELATED WORK 
The rain cluster distribution data in a same field period of 

collection time are collected by central of meteorology for 
research proposes[3]. These data represents a variable that is 
useful to help in the forecasting process. The connection of 
relationship of forecast variables not accumulated directly for 
inducing orographically rain as in Fig. 1 [4]. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1 Example of variable relation in forecast 

 
This rainfall data distribution is used to make a forecast, 

based on the particular study’s objective. The techniques 
presented in this paper are logistic regression, decision tree 
and random forest. 

In general, logistic regression is a traditional classification 
method that has been used extensively in various applications 
including classification document, vision computer and others. 
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Seldom, logistic regression owns selection features in 
classification framework usesℓ1 confirmation norm and 
produces results that attract many applications involving high 
dimensional data[5]. Two norms have been widely used 
especially regression model for logistic flat in order to 
distinguish the optimization problem of unconstrained [5]. An 
optimization algorithm likes Newton method and conjugate 
gradient method is involved formulation [6]. Logistic 
regression formulation involving  
 

Prob(b|a) = 1/ (1+exp(-b(wra + c)))[5] 
 
where, Prob(b|a) is conditional probability for label b, 
given sample a, w ∑ Rn was heavy vector, and c ∑ R was 
block wra+c=0 interpreted as hyperplane in space feature, of 
which Prob(b|a) = 0.5. The conditional probability 
Prob(b|a) larger from 0.5 when wra+c have equivalent 
such as b, and on the other hand less from 0.5[5]. 

Combination algorithms work on high dimensional problem 
data or domain data that are large such as rain domain; in 
logistic regression. The advantages of logistic regression law 
are the probable result can be given clearly and regression 
coefficient can be defined easily [7]. Several studies [1], [5], 
[7], [8] attracted to use logistic regression law to solve related 
forecasting problem. 

Logistic regression is used to generate a landslide 
susceptibility map. Logistic regression usage captures not only 
fact approach with ease and tight assumptions that are needed 
by multivariable of other statistical method. But, it also 
demonstrates the possibility of the existence of combination 
technique to facilitate interpretation model for forecasting of 
precipitation [9]. Precipitation usually happens on land 
geology influence and rainfall distribution. This is because 
lithological and structural often variation lead to a difference 
in strength and humidity stone and land in the area involved. 
Fig.2 shows a landslide inventory map in a particular area. 
This landslide map useful in implementing a precipitation 
forecast to the area involved. 

Logistic regression link predicts variables in incident 
precipitation through geography cells. The relationship result 
in a map which shows the probability incident, perhaps can 
repeat further in the future [10]. Deposition caused loss of 
millions of Ringgits in property damage during the last 
decade. Water, land and rain were factors involved in 
precipitation [10]. Amount of moisture antecedent result in a 
large rate pore pressures that are increasing in earth [11]. 

Precipitation in harmful context map landslide is prepared 
by using ratio model frequency and logistic regression. 
Defection right is important deposition location that forecast 
for the occurrence of probability analysis landslide [8]. 
Increase precipitation occurring on winter and hot. Increase 
deposition is due to frequency increase precipitation and 
intensity on effect number that eased o every rainy day[12]. 

Forecast of precipitation can also be done through a 
decision tree technique. The decision tree is one of a 
classification technique based on particular law. Rules 

produced during learning process use to classify the hidden 
data that are hidden and afford display relationship between 
qualities in the diagram. Decision trees are used in dataset that 
is large. This application is used in building classification trees 
with a careless set parameter which enables probability 
estimates from this tree through the frequency branch [13]. 
The relation of decision tree with learning depression analysis 
is used to check the result effects. Models based on tree can 
approach parallel class probability axis with arbitrarily close 
border [14].  

 

 
Fig. 2 Study landslide area in inventory map. Stone fall and topple 
dominant during main highway which carried out parallel to Japan 

Sea[9] 
 

Decision trees are used in weather forecast through picture 
radar. A quantitative application based on radar has been 
confined because of different resources and uncertainty in rain 
estimate process. Therefore, decision trees help in partitioning 
radar use data. The partitioning processes include data 
collection classification, semantic level, conditional labeling, 
and algorithm cluster unsupervised [15]. Algorithm announces 
to build decision tree by creating one modus root and 
determines to all data training for her, chooses the best nature 
fragmentation, adding a branch as per node root value 
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separation, and split the data into subsets that mutually 
exclusive for its bifurcation. 

Radar shows the force related to rainfall intensity and 
flashes hit layer melt for assessment precipitation. On the 
other hands, amplification in reflectance occurs due to ice 
shushes and leads this for assessment precipitation [15]. 

Classification process perpetrated upon the radar picture as 
practiced by a decision tree technique. This process produces 
network tree for each data that involved as in Fig. 3. 

 
 

 
Fig. 3 Example of network produced from technique decision trees 

[15] 
 

Besides, process technique intelligence is applied to 
retrieval information until produced decision towards 
objective of the study involved as in Fig. 4. 

 
Algorithm Accuracy 

Rain Snow Bright Band Average 
Naive Bayes 75.3% 68.5% 98.6% 80.8% 
SVM (SMO) 79.0% 75.1% 98.9% 84.3% 

Neural Network 85.2% 75.8% 99.0% 86.7% 
KNN 94.4% 94.2% 99.3% 96.0% 

ID3 (Uniform) 87.0% 84.0% 97.3% 89.4% 
LID3 (Uniform) 89.4% 85.2% 99.3% 91.3% 

LID3 (Entropy-Min) 92.3% 87.5% 99.4% 93.1% 
LID3 (K-Means) 93.5% 89.0% 99.4% 94.0% 

Fig. 4 Example of decision produced by the intelligence technique. 
Comparison of result with LID3 and Machine Learning Algorithms 

from Weka [15] 
 

Analysis decision trees develop a basis of regulation that is 
used for classification of image [16]. Image segmentation 
combination in various resolution and tree analysis bring 
result in facilitating selection by including variables and help 
in deciding suitable scale image analysis. 

Apart from that, relationship precipitation with community 
mammal helps in predicting precipitation from a set 
ecomorphological mammal features in a community, that is 
large [17]. The precipitation affects the mammal habitat. 
Process decision tree helps determine the habitat mammal 
based on altogether pattern rainfall distribution where it helps 
to control and preserve this habitat. This situation shows 
rainfall distribution influence precipitation in the areas 
involved. 

Rain is one domain to predict soil characteristics through 
decision tree. A method based on decision tree through a tool 
modernization Cubist were received from Australian Soil 

Resources Information System (ASRIR), shows display soil 
characteristics that are continuous for process forecasting. An 
environment that is changing uses Cubist in selection after 
considering utility through several measures of intelligent 
[18]. Power forecast for variable is investigated through 
correlative study with interest variables involved. 

Apart from logistic regression and decision trees, random 
forest is also one of the techniques which is used to carry out 
forecast of precipitation. Random forest is closely related to 
logistic regression and decision tree. Random forest is a 
combination tree forecaster whereby it depend on random 
vector values with the same distribution per tree [19]. The 
random forest technique gives opportunity that is more often 
exploitation problem in making forecasts deposition [1]. 
Random forest is a new entry in field data port and designed in 
result predictions that right [19]. This random forest builds 
multiple trees, with every tree brought up or developed with a 
random subset [20]. 

Random forest uses to help identify regimes that can 
represent various types of convection, geography, location or 
condition synoptic [21]. Existence of random forest; a union 
that trees correlated weak used to place interest by forecaster 
and provide a benchmark for algorithmic performance that is 
potential [21]. This technique mark the best way for forecaster 
to start and distinguish based on day, hour, and location of 
different weather features. 

This technique helps to estimate interest for every variable 
based on the degradation in classification performance when 
variable values in process at random. Fig.5 shows an example 
of technique in random forest that chooses based on a variable. 
Random forest is one of the techniques used by meteorologist 
from the meteorological station to predict area that is 
frequently burnt [22]. This shows the technique used in 
finding factor that is most important between that lists 
facilitate at one go forecaster meteorology carrying out the 
work. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Diagram concept a random forest weak, weak a group 

correlated decision tree “vote” in classification for every data point 
[21] 

III. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 
The analysis does compare all three techniques involved 

namely logistic regression, decision tree, and random forest in 
rain domain for precipitation forecast. 

Logistic regression performances reach multiple analysis 
techniques regression to research situations involved where 
result variable is obsolete. In practice, a situation which 
involves absolute result is fairly common. The forecast can be 
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perceived as an alternative approach to approach simultaneous 
equation. 

Therefore, vector autoregression (VAR) is used in 
multivariate time series analysis. VAR is the model that is 
most successful, flexible and easy to be applied in model 
analysis multivariate time series [23]. Forecast from fairly 
flexible models VAR because it made conditional in potential 
future lanes to determine variables in the model. 

Model VAR involving a system that has various equations 
where all variables are treated as endogenous. There is per an 
equation variable namely dependent variable. Every equation 
leaves values all variables involved because it's dependent 
variable [24]. 

Basically, the basis for the system VAR own procedure as 
follows [23]: 
i. Model VAR was a form reduced. There are no variables a 

contemporary or that same entered on the right side. 
ii. All variables involved or include treated or categorized as 

endogen. Every dependent variable between one another. 
iii. ModelVAR is a theoretical model where one form 

reduced does not show interaction interconnected within 
involved. 

iv. Structural unobserved shock e- shock composed. Lack 
forms in this application contain structural shock from all 
similarity of structure. When VAR estimated with actual 
data, found shock estimates join, and this state cited as we 
distinguish between incidents from structure represented 
by ∑. Impulse celebration analysis observes shock may be 
over, yet have no economic interpretation. 

v. A VAR can be used for forecasting, but not for 
assessment structural analysis and policy. 

All three models could be adapted in two means namely 
algorithmic traditional forecasts, and simulation based 
forecasting that occur in VAR model. 

Algorithmic traditional forecast consider ago problem for 
future forecasting Yt when parameter ∏ VAR (p) process was 
assumed to be known and not conditions deterministic or 
variable sexogenous. Best linear forecaster, in matter error set 
up is minimum (MSE), where Yt+1 or 1 move forecast based 
on information that there is in time T [23]; 
 

YT+1/T = C + ∏1YT + ... + ∏pYT –p+1 
 
Resulted displays graph forecast for data that involved like 

in Fig. 8. This graph can compare all three model involved. 

 

Fig. 8 Algorithmic traditional forecast example of product diagram 
[23] 

 
This procedure repeated several times to obtain the best 

yield based on simulation predictions and distance believe 
variable. However, in move that larger, period for stable 
forecast values. System VAR is used with set error which is 
nil. If this result system VAR same to the technique involved, 
so result retrieval from the process will produce variables that 
are same and also coefficient that is same. 

IV. DISCUSSION 
Comparison between all three models involved namely 

logistic regression, decision tree, and random forest; show 
every model owns advantage and weakness in making 
forecasts to rain domain. 

The logistic regression advantage is the technique that 
chooses significant variable and loading in logistic curve for 
forecasting. A variable that is selected should be easy and 
short to be interpreted but do not allow for exploration or 
interpretation that is deep for relationship variable. This 
technique helps in rain domain variable significant for 
variables involved that are irregular or random in from the 
original source. 

Advantage decision tree on the other hand is that this 
technique produces a visual model which brought prediction 
and can analyze the significant variable and also the 
relationship though the location tree. Therefore, this technique 
helps in displaying visual model to every variable involved in 
domain starting from a basis (most important) until leaf 
(trifling). 

Advantage random forest is a random collection tree which 
offers a better method from one plant supply. This technique 
helps to display variable trees in more details so every variable 
in the domain not exempted from being analyzed. 

Despite this advantage technique facilitate process forecast, 
but it also owns lack or limitation. Logistic regression just 
picked significant variable for rain domain without other 
variables. Technique decision tree on the other hand give 
visual on the whole on a variable until difficult to process to 
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all variable that occur in the domain. While, technique random 
forest arranges specification until it not easy to be analyzed. 

Advantage and weakness to every technique involved 
unified in a system or model VAR for turnover that is better to 
get forecast precipitation for rain domain. Model VAR is seen 
as able combine to all technique to be doing together forecast 
with zero error. 

Adaptation techniques with domain help in prophesied that 
altogether prepared for an incident. Precipitation could result 
in a disaster for the area involved if unheard on factor and 
when this incident will happen. 

V. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
Precipitation is release water from cluster cloud that 

inconsistent in area that is different. This scale cluster made 
variable for rain domain to gauge frequency level for occur 
once of forecast precipitation. This process forecast can be 
done by adapt selected a few technique namely logistic 
regression, decision tree, and random forest. These techniques 
can help in conducting process forecasting. Variables involved 
fully-utilized in this all three technique through VAR model. 
VAR model help in distinguish between them for every 
techniques and it also help in mutually connection technique 
to own forecast result that is accurate without error. 
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